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ata ispec 2200 webx systems - ata ispec 2200 was introduced in 2000 as the result of incorporating ata spec 100 and ata
spec 2100 into ata ispec 2200 and currently maintained by airlines for america formerly ata ata ispec 2200 is a global
aviation industry standard for the content structure and electronic exchange of aircraft engineering and maintenance
information, ata spec 100 ispec 2200 wikipedia - ata spec 100 and ispec 2200 are information standards for aviation
maintenance and flight operations published by airlines for america formerly air transport association these standards
provide recommended specifications for the content structure and deliverables to meet communication requirements
physical electronic and future technology of aircraft product technical information, ispec 2200 information standards for
aviation maintenance - ata ispec 2200 is a global aviation industry standard for the content structure and electronic
exchange of aircraft engineering and maintenance information it consists of a suite of data specifications pertaining to
maintenance requirements and procedures and aircraft configuration control, ata ispec 2200 ataebiz org - ata ispec 2200
lifecycle lifecycle of the spec introduction growth maturity decline 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 ata 100 est 1956 paper
based ata 100 introduces digital data appendix ata 2100 focuses on data exchange sgml ata 2200 consolidates ata 100
2100 no longer maintained includes dtds, ata classification skybrary aviation safety - this original classification the ata
spec 100 was last revised in 1999 and in 2000 it was incorporated with another ata spec 2100 which had been developed to
define specifications for electronic technical data interchange into a new ata ispec 2200 called information standards for
aviation maintenance, aero boeing assistance in airplane recovery - boeing airplane recovery documents comply with
the air transport association ata 100 2100 digital specification which details information such as weight and cg management
preparation weight reduction leveling and lifting moving the airplane post recovery and special recovery tools the 787 will
conform to the new ata ispec 2200, aircraft recovery classroom 5 days iata training course - upon completing this
course you will have the skills to manage aircraft recovery identify the issues involved in removing immobilized or disabled
aircraft in an efficient and timely manner recognize and deal with the legal implications describe the basics of related
documentation an iata, turkish aviation academy taa your training hub - aircraft recovery task force artf aircraft recovery
part one classroom training syllabus dated 29 october 2008 developed by the aircraft recovery training syllabus group and
approved by the artf steering committee ata ispec 2200 specification on aircraft recovery basic subject matter included in the
icao annex 14 airport services manual document 9137 an 898 part 5 removal of, ata 100 ch specification technical
standard 652 views - evaluation started on merger with s1000d specification 2000 2005 creation of ata specification 2200
ispec 2200 based on ata 100 ata 2100 08 18 15 08 18 15 ata spec 100 air transport association of america ata standardized
the overall format of the maintenance manuals each system or system type was assigned a chapter number, boeing
provides recovery resources and services from - comply with the air transport association ata 100 2100 digital
specification which details information such as weight and cg management preparation weight reduction leveling and lifting
moving the airplane post recovery and special recovery tools the 787 will conform to the new ata ispec 2200 boeing
provides airplane recovery
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